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We will gradually develop our mobile application, which will

enable our target group to learn about cryptocurrencies,

how to secure storage of cryptocurrencies, trade and pay,

and at the same time offer help and support.

By opening physical exchange offices, we will provide a

more authentic experience, as we will be available to solve

problems in person.

PROJECT

The whole point of the 

CryptoUnity project is to 

bring cryptocurrencies closer 

to people, who have not yet 

encountered them or need 

help with using them.

Everything that the user will need for an

easy entry into the crypto world will be

accessible in the GUI user friendly

application, which will be available in

several languages.

Support will be available 24/7. Our

employees will provide help and

guidance on how to use the application

or trade via chat

call or video chat.

A cold wallet

will be available to the user to store a 

larger share of cryptocurrencies,.

For added security, the cold wallet is 

secured with 3-phase authentication:

• with a fingerprint or password

• with an OTP, sent to his mobile 

phone

• with CryptoUnity's cardSTART 

SIMPLE

STAY SECURE



TOKEN SALE PHASES

Two percent of CUT tokens of each purchase or 

sale are distributed among all CUT token holders. 

All CUT holders automatically participate in various 

prize games, in which they receive additional tokens 

or other rewards.

For the most loyal users who have a long history in 

CryptoUnity we dedicated a special series of awards. 

REWARDS FOR HOLDERS

CryptoUnity‘s system that is available online and 

enables users to complete tasks and earn free CUT 

tokens.

EVERYTHING IS LOCKED

Project funds are locked with vesting and are

released gradually, which serves to maintain a

stable long-term value of a particular digital

asset.

DUMPING WALL ACTIVATED

A measure that prevents a sudden potential

decrease in the token’s value. It deters holders

from selling immediately and helps to convince

them to hold tokens.

INVESTING IN THE LIQUIDITY POOL

High liquidity is very important for a cryptocurrency

to function properly, so we have taken several

measures that will help maintain and increase it.

EXCLUSIVE AIRDROPS HOLDING REWARDS

GIVEAWAYSCOLLECT TOKEN

White paper and the Terms and Conditions are available on the website https://www.cryptounity.org

After the presale phases are completed, the CUT cryptocurrency will be listed on the 

PancakeSwap exchange, starting the public sale at a price of 0.007 € per token.

PRIVATNA PRESALE PRESALE WHITELISTPRESALE BALKAN

Token price: 0,001 €

7 % of total supply

Token price: 0,005 €

6 % of total supply

Token price: 0,006 €

4 % of total supply
Token price: 0,007 €

38 % of total supply

PRESALE SLOVENIA


